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Abstract: Ti-Al-N coatings were deposited on high-speed steel substrates by filtered vacuum arc
deposition (FVAD) during evaporation of aluminum and titanium cathodes. Distribution of elements,
phase composition, and mechanical properties of Ti-Al-N coatings were investigated using Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES), X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
nanoindentation, respectively. Additionally, tribological tests and scratch tests of the coatings were
performed. The stoichiometry of the coating changes from Ti0.6Al0.4N to Ti0.48Al0.52N with increasing
aluminum arc current from 70 A to 90 A, respectively. XRD and TEM showed only face-centered
cubic Ti-Al-N phase with preferred orientation of the crystallites in (220) direction with respect to the
sample normal and without precipitates of AlN or intermetallics inside the coatings. Incorporation of
Al into the TiN lattice caused shifting of the (220) reflex to a higher 2θ angle with increasing Al content.
Low content and size of microdroplets were obtained using coaxial plasma filters, which provides
good mechanical and tribological properties of the coatings. The highest value of microhardness
(36 GPa) and the best wear-resistance were achieved for the coating with higher Al content, thus for
Ti0.48Al0.52N. These coatings exhibit good adhesive properties up to 30 N load in the scratch tests.

Keywords: filtered vacuum arc; deposition; TiAlN; separate cathodes; phase composition; hardness;
wear-resistance

1. Introduction

Wear-resistant coatings based on transition metal nitrides are an effective way to increase the
resistance of cutting tools. Various studies have noted an increase in wear-resistance up to tenfold.
Binary systems such as TiN are the most frequently studied wear-resistant coatings [1]. Ti-Al-N
coatings are designed to improve the functional characteristics of TiN such as hardness, friction
coefficient, high temperature oxidation and chemical stability [2–6]. The widespread technologies for
super-hard wear-resistant coatings are based on evaporation of materials in a vacuum, the so called
physical vapor deposition (PVD). Among the various PVD technologies, the vacuum-arc deposition
(VAD) method is the most frequent application for Ti-Al-N coating deposition [7–10]. In addition,
VAD is the main method for deposition of transition metal nitrides due to its high degree of ionization,
high-energy particles (50–100 eV) and deposition rate as well as the wide range of cathode materials.
Furthermore, evaporated coatings exhibit higher density and adhesion than sputtered coatings [11].

The resistance of cutting tool edges with coating depends on different factors including the crack
formation. Initiation and propagation of cracks both start from the cutting edge and the tool body.
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Efficiency and crack resistance of a tool can be increased by deposition of multilayer coatings [12,13].
Therefore, different chemical compositions of layers decelerate crack formation, increase the adhesion
to the tool body surface, and reduce the thermal conductivity in the direction of the tool [14].

However, a large number of microdroplets is formed on the material surface during deposition
of the coatings by conventional vacuum-arc systems. These microdroplets lead to a degradation of
the mechanical properties of the coatings as well as the appearance of pores formed by the merger of
micro-particles emitted from the cathode [15]. In this study, a decrease of microdroplet fraction was
reached using a shutter type coaxial plasma filter. Usually Ti-Al-N coatings are deposited using TiAl
composite cathodes with different Ti/Al ratio. However, the use of separate cathodes permits better
control of the coating composition as a result of changing the Ti/Al ratio.

Thus, the aim of this work is to investigate phase-and elemental composition of Ti-Al-N coatings
fabricated by filtered vacuum arc deposition using separate aluminum and titanium cathodes.
Subsequently mechanical and tribological properties of the deposited coatings were analyzed.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Substrate Preparation

Discs with diameter of 40 mm and thickness of 3 mm were cut from R6M5 HSS rods (BSM,
Novosibirsk, Russia); (0.82–0.9% C, 0.2–0.5% Si, 0.2–0.5% Mn, 0.6% Ni, 0.03% P, 0.025% S, 3.8–4.4% Cr,
4.8–5.3% Mo, 5.5–6.5% W, 1.7–2.1% V, 0.5 % Co, 0.25% Cu, Fe balance, in wt %). The heat treatment was
performed according to the technology of cutting tool production. The sample surface was ground
and polished in the grinding-polishing machine Saphir 320 E (Advanced Materialography, Germany)
to a final roughness of Ra = 0.04 µm. The deviation from the plane was 0.5–1 µm. The samples were
cleaned with alcohol prior to installation into the chamber.

2.2. Ti-Al-N Coatings Deposition

Ti-Al-N coatings were deposited by VAD Rainbow-5 (National Research Tomsk Polytechnic
University, Tomsk, Russia), using the experimental technique shown in Figure 1. The plasma generator
was installed in the upper part of the vacuum chamber. The plasma gas flow is formed by a
non-sustaining arc discharge with a glowing cathode. The plasma generator is implemented reactive
gas inlet system through the cathode. The experimental setup was equipped with a coaxial plasma
filter (PF) to clean the plasma flow from microdroplets [16,17].

Recently, the most effective and typically used plasma filtering systems are based on the principle
of separation of ion flow from the plasma. The most commonly used vacuum arc deposition system
equipped with large 90◦ rectangular duct filters. The plasma filter used in this paper based on
the principle of avoiding line-of-sight between cathode and substrate. The efficiency of plasma
transmission through this filter could be more than 30% [18]. Similarly principle also used in Venetian
Blind Filters, where the plasma transmission ratio of 20% has been achieved [19,20]. The PF is a
set of nested conical electrodes. Shape and angle of inclination relative to the axis provide optical
opaqueness of the filter from all points on the cathode surface. The electrodes are made of copper tubes
to ensure water cooling and to avoid overheating of the working surface of the filter. The second-order
surfaces of the electrodes optimize the filter transparency. The operation principle of the filter is based
on creating a magnetic field close to the electrodes. A positive bias voltage of 10–15 V is applied to
the electrodes to increase the filter transparency for plasma flow due to deflection of the ions from
the electrodes.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental technique: 1—vacuum chamber; 2—plasma filter;
3—sample; 4—bias voltage supply; 5—rotary device; 6—arc evaporator.

The filter system is placed close to the arc evaporator. The bias voltage supply is equipped
with automatic arc suppression system and protection device against overvoltage occurring at the
arc extinction. The temperature of the samples was monitored using a pyrometer. Basic technical
characteristics of the experimental setup are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental setup characteristics.

Arc evaporator

Arc current, A 40–250
Plasma concentration, cm−3 ≤4 × 1010

Plasma flow diameter, mm 200

Gas plasma generator

Operation pressure, Pa 10−2–1
Plasma concentration, cm−3 109–1011

Discharge current, A 5–150

During deposition the samples were rotated around their axis (0.5 s−1) and the center of the
chamber (0.1 s−1). The samples were placed in a distance of 200 mm from the plasma filter. Initial
cleaning and heating of the samples were performed inside the vacuum chamber using the low
temperature nitrogen plasma at a pressure of 10−1 Pa. The negative bias potential (Ub) of 1200 V
was applied to the samples. The sample temperature was maintained in the range of 360–400 ◦C.
Subsequently, the surface of samples was treated under the joint influence of nitrogen and titanium
plasma flows. The bias voltage was kept constant at 1200 V. Considering the charge state of the ions,
the impact of the prevailing process on the surface was ion etching accompanied by the formation of a
large number of active sorption sites as well as sample heating between 360 ◦C and 400 ◦C. Finally,
the bias voltage was reduced to 150 V when formation of the interlayer and coating deposition in
the ion assisting mode become the prevailing processes. The temperature of the samples increases to
400–420 ◦C. The total pressure in the vacuum chamber was 5 × 10−3 Pa. The ratio of Ti and Al plasma
flows was determined by the arc current (I). Coating deposition was carried out at constant ITi = 120 A
and IAl = 70, 80, 90 A.
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2.3. Characterization

The depth distribution profiles of the elements were measured using Auger electron spectroscopy.
The energy resolution of Auger electrons was 0.5–0.7%. The energy of the electron probe beam and
the beam diameter were 3 keV and ~1 µm, respectively. The surface sputtering was carried out by
argon ions with 3 MeV energy and 1 mm beam diameter. The axis inclination of the ion beam was 20◦

relative to the surface of the sample.
The nanohardness of the coatings was measured using a nanohardness tester NHT-S-AX-000X

(CSEM, Neuchatel, Switzerland). This device analyzes load changes and indenter penetration depth at
the loading-unloading cycle. A load of 10 mN was used, hence the penetration depth did not exceed
1/10th of the coating thickness to avoid the substrate effect. An average value of 10 measurements
was considered for each film. Wear resistance and friction coefficients were investigated using a
high-temperature tribometer TNT-S-AH0000 (CSEM, Neuchatel, Switzerland) and a Micro-Scratch
Tester MST-S-AX-0000 (CSEM, Neuchatel, Switzerland). A special feature is scratching the surface of
the sample by applying a progressive load to the spherical diamond indenter. As a result, the wear
resistance can be determined by analyzing the longitudinal scratch area.

The phase composition of the coatings was investigated by carbon extraction replicas using
transmission electron microscope (TEM) (JEOL JEM-2100 (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) with accelerating
voltage of 125 kV. Initially, the coatings were pricked with the hardness tester indenter. Subsequently,
amorphous graphite was deposited on top of the film. Finally, graphite film and coatings were
detached from the sample and placed on the sample holder of the electron microscope. The analyzed
area was approximately one micrometer. Phase identification and structural investigations were
performed by X-ray diffraction with CuKα radiation (1.5410 Å wavelength) using a Shimadzu
XRD-7000 diffractometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) in Bragg-Brentano geometry at 40 kV and 30 mA.

The Raman spectra of the coatings were studied using the complex correlator of the optical,
spectral and topographic properties of the surface Centaur HR (Nano ScanTechnologies, Moscow,
Russia). The optical wavelength of the laser was λ = 532 nm. The data were collected with data point
acquisition time of 180 s in the spectral region of 200–800 cm−1.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Elemental and Phase Composition

Figure 2 shows the Auger spectra of the samples registered in a depth of 20–30 nm. The main peaks
of Al, Ti, O and impurities (Ar, C) are observed. Shape and position of the Ti + N peak (383 eV) show
the existence of Ti-N bonds for all deposited coatings [21]. The presence of Auger electrons with the
energy of Al1-52 eV and Al-68 eV demonstrate the different chemical bonds of aluminum. The intensity
of the Al1 peak (52 eV) corresponds to Al-O bonds in Al2O3 slightly decreasing with increasing Al
content in the Ti-Al-N coating [22]. This suggests that oxygen from the residual atmosphere binds
to aluminum, while the Al-O bonds are reduced with increasing aluminum arc current. Another Al
peak (68 eV) is attributed to metallic Al or Al-N bonds in AlN [21]. Nitrogen has a tendency to react
with Ti or Al, because of the negative free energy of formation for both (∆G0 (TiN) = −308.3 kJ·mol−1,
∆G0 (AlN) = −287.0 kJ·mol−1). Thus, the increasing intensity of Al-68 eV is related to the increase
of aluminum in the coating, which is bonded with nitrogen. The formation of Al-N bonds is clearly
visible at higher Al cathode currents of 80 A and 90 A when the stoichiometry of the coatings is
Ti0.57Al0.43N and Ti0.48Al0.52N, respectively. According to the AES spectra the stoichiometry of the
coating deposited at lower Al cathode current was Ti0.6Al0.4N. The colors of coatings change towards
golden-brown (70 A), reddish-brown (80 A) and grey (90 A) with increasing Al content reported
in [23] too. Despite the increase in Al concentration inside the Ti-Al-N coating accompanied by the
appearance of Al-N bonds, Ti-N remains the main bond for all deposition parameters.
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Figure 2. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) of Ti-Al-N coatings at IAl: 1–70 A; 2–80 A; 3–90A.

Figure 3 shows the element distribution obtained by Auger profiling. The concentration of
aluminum inside the Ti-Al-N coating increases from 22 to 37 at % with increasing Al cathode current.
The corresponding stoichiometry of the coatings is shown above. The presence of interlayers between
substrate and coating may indicate that due to ion assisting an intense diffusion process near the
surface of the samples is stimulated. There is a uniform distribution of elements over the thickness
of the coatings. However, surface and interface of the sample deposited at 70 A contain higher
concentration of oxygen than the ones deposited at 80 and 90 A. In this case, the presence of Al-O
bonds of Al2O3 is clearly documented by the AES spectra (Figure 2). The thicknesses of the coatings
were approx. 580 nm, 750 nm and 1200 nm for 70, 80 and 90 A aluminum cathode currents.
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Figure 3. AES distribution profiles of elements in the samples deposited at IAl: 70 A (a); 80 A (b);
90 A (c).

Figure 4 shows X-ray diffraction patterns of Ti-Al-N coatings on the HSS substrates. The analysis
of all samples revealed the presence of alpha iron α-Fe, iron-tungsten nitride Fe4W2N and face-centered
cubic (fcc) titanium-aluminum nitride TixAl1−xN phases. The HSS substrate is represented by two
phases-the main phase corresponds to cubic Fe and the other phase corresponds to Fe4W2N nitride
formed during preliminary plasma etching. There is no diffraction reflex of titanium-aluminum
nitride phase within the the reflexes of the (111) and (200) planes indicating that (220) is the preferred
orientation of the films. For Ti-Al-N films with fcc structure, (111) is the densest packed plane, while
films with (220) preferred orientation have the lowest strain energy [24].
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Formation of the complex nitride TixAl1−xN and shifting of the (220) reflection to a higher 2θ
angle with increasing Al content inside the coating are caused by substitution of Ti atoms by Al atoms
inside the TiN lattice, where Al atoms bonded to N form AlN resulting in the solid solution Ti-Al-N
phase. The increase in the intensity of (220) reflection with increasing cathode current is associated
with the higher coating thickness. The average crystallite size of the regions of coherent scattering
was determined by the Scherrer equation from the broadening of the diffraction peaks [25,26]. For the
Ti-Al-N phase, the crystallite size ranges from 8 nm to 10 nm indicating its nanocrystalline structure.
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Figure 4. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of Ti-Al-N coatings.

Figure 5 shows surface morphology (SEM image) and microstructure (TEM image) of the coating
deposited at 90 A combined with dark field imaging and selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
pattern. The surface is covered uniformly by the coating without any cracks or peelings (Figure 5a).
The visible traces are formed after sample polishing. Isolated microparticles with a size up to 3–5 µm
are observed. The microparticles appeared during evaporation of material in the cathodic spots [27].
Reducing the amount of microparticles on the surface which negatively affect the mechanical and
tribological properties of Ti-Al-N coatings is still of particular interest. A large number of microparticles
are formed during evaporation of the aluminum cathode due to the low melting point of aluminum.
However, the shutter-type plasma filters used in this work significantly reduce the amount of
microparticles on the surface, in particular those of aluminum, whose size could reach 20 µm or
more in diameter without any filter systems.

The SAED pattern confirmed the fcc structure of Ti-Al-N and the random orientation of the
crystallites as well as the absence of any noticeable precipitates, such as AlN-phases. For all deposited
Ti-Al-N coatings, cubic c-TiAlN phase is formed. The obtained coatings are finely dispersed and form
a homogeneous nanostructure with crystallite sizes of only few nanometers.
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Figure 5. Surface scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image (a), and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) micrograph (b), of Ti-Al-N coating deposited at 90 A.

3.2. The Mechanical and Tribological Properties

Figure 6 shows that hardness and elastic modulus of Ti-Al-N coatings were influenced by the
aluminum cathode arc currents. The hardness and E-modulus values rapidly rose from 22.5 ± 0.8 GPa
to 36 ± 4 GPa and from 285 ± 15 GPa to 395 ± 45 GPa, respectively, when the aluminum cathode arc
currents increased from 70 A to 90 A. Thus, the nanohardness of the coating increases with increasing
Al content inside Ti-Al-N. The higher hardness and E-modulus of the Ti0.48Al0.52N coating could
observe due to increased levels of microstrains inside the coating and decreased grain size with the
addition of aluminum into the TiN lattice. The nanoindentation results are reliable with previous
published works by different groups, where the hardness values in the range between 13 and 40 GPa
and elastic modulus between 240 GPa and 500 GPa were reported [28–31]. Shum et al. measured
hardness and elastic modulus at different deposition condition and found the highest hardness of
approximately 31 GPa and elastic modulus of 315 GPa at Al content of 41% [32]. He et al. [31] found
that the nanohardness value of the (Ti,Al)N coatings with various Al/Ti atomic ratio were between
30.0 ± 2.0 GPa and 33.4 ± 1.5 GPa, whereas E-Modulus remains stable at 310 ± 25 GPa.
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The friction tests were carried out under dry friction conditions with a vertical load of 5 N at a
linear sliding speed of 2.5 cm/s for 15000 laps (the distance is approx. 150 m). The results (Figure 7)
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indicate that the highest friction coefficient (COF) of (0.20 ± 0.03) is measured for Ti-Al-N deposited at
the arc current IAl = 70 A and the lowest is (0.17 ± 0.02) for IAl = 80 A. Insignificant fluctuations in
COF values were observed for the sample deposited at the arc current of 90 A (0.18 ± 0.01). The strong
changes in COF for the deposited coatings in the initial stage are characterized by ploughing friction
arising from micro surface asperities. Small powder-like particles are generated from the wear debris
after the initial stage of sliding. The entrapped hard wear particles can cause a ploughing friction and
negligible interlocking effects can occur. However, at the end of the test (more than than 7000 laps),
accumulation and entrapment of large wear particles are initiated. By increasing quantity and size
of the wear particles, the friction behavior due to third-body hard particles is ploughing [33,34].
Therefore, fluctuations and rapid increase in friction coefficient at the end of the test occur. Moreover,
the fluctuations in COF can be explained by the fact that microdroplets adhere or stick on the SiC ball,
which are detached and removed mechanically. The samples have different aluminum concentration
within the coating, which influences the behavior of the friction coefficient. The difference between
the COFs is not significant; however, the deposited coatings have very low COF values for TiAlN,
generally achieved by the addition of different elements [35,36]. Typical COFs for Ti-Al-N coatings
vary from 0.4 to 0.8 [37–39].
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The Raman spectra of the as-deposited coatings (a) and the tracks after tribological tests (b) are
shown in Figure 8. The Raman spectrum of Ti-Al-N coatings is mainly determined by the vibrations of
the heavy metal ions (typically 150–350 cm−1) and in the optic range by the vibrations of the lighter N
ions (typically 550–650 cm−1) [40,41]. Two bands centered at ~225 and ~310 cm−1 corresponding to
longitudinal and transversal acoustic (LA and TA) modes and one broad band at 560 cm−1 (LO and
TO modes) are observed for the Ti-Al-N coating deposited at IAl = 70 A (Figure 8a). Substitution of
Ti atoms by Al atoms in TiN matrix affects the Raman spectra at IAl = 90 A, where only two broad
bands centered at 256 cm−1 (LA and TA) and 657 cm−1 (LO and TO) are observed. The shifting of
bands to higher values with increasing Al content is caused by incorporation of Al into the TiN lattice.
No signatures of pure AlN, Al2O3 and TiO2 phases were seen in the Raman spectrum after tribological
testing (Figure 8b), indicating absence of these phases inside the tracks. Nevertheless, for the Ti-Al-N
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film with higher Al concentration (IAl = 90 A), the bands at 700 cm−1 are significantly higher than the
typical vibrations in the optic range for Ti-Al-N that could be attributed to the oxidation of Al during
wear. Aluminum atoms on the surface are prone to oxidation forming Al2O3 oxide with self-lubricating
character, which reduces friction coefficient and wear of the coating [23,42].Metals 2017, 7, 497  9 of 13 
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The adhesion of the coatings on the HSS substrates was analyzed by the scratch method using
a Rockwell indenter with progressive load up to 30 N (Figure 9). The Ti-Al-N coatings deposited at
the arc currents 80 A and 90 A show minor damages in comparison with the coating of the sample
deposited at 70 A arc current. It can be concluded that there is a strong bond between the coatings and
the HSS substrates. Figure 9 shows numerous chippings of the coatings at the border of the sliding
indenter, which can be related to cracks formed during indenter penetration and plastic deformation
of the substrate. The lightest areas within the scratches are attributed to the mashed aluminum
microdroplets formed as a result of cathodic arc evaporation [27,43]. A partial removing of the coating
at 26 N applied load is observed only exclusively for the Ti-Al-N coating deposited at the arc current
70 A (Figure 9a). Otherwise, the coatings deposited at the higher arc currents remain on the substrate
surface up to 30 N load, while semicircular transverse cracks are initiated under loads of 26 N (80 A)
and 24 N (90 A) (Figure 9e,h), respectively.

The hard and thin coatings demonstrate good adhesion and cohesion properties, which are
characterized by only small radial cracks and no spalling of the coating in the scratch area.

Figure 10 shows the average area after three scratch tests for each sample measured by a
profilometer, which provides important information about wear resistance of the coatings as well as
the coefficient of friction. The average wear area for the TiAlN coated HSS at 70, 80 and 90 A arc
currents are (7.5 ± 0.5) × 103, (6.7 ± 0.4) × 103 and (5.1 ± 0.2) × 103 µm2, respectively. The average
scratching area decreases gradually with increasing arc current, which reflecting an enhancement in
the wear resistance values with increasing aluminum content inside the coating. These results are
in good agreement with the COFs and the scratch morphology discussed above (Figures 8 and 9).
The coating thickness increases with the arc current. The decrease in coating thickness during the
wear process leads to a reduction of the combined hardness and the load-bearing capability of the
coatings declines [43–45]. Most existing wear data for Ti-Al-N coatings are presented for (111) oriented
coatings since it is the general growth direction produced by cathodic arc deposition with dc bias.
Many studies in the literature focus on wear behavior of TiN and Ti-Al-N with different orientations of
the coatings [46,47]. However, the wear behavior is mostly documented for (111) and (200) oriented
coatings without indicating the influence of preferred orientation on the wear behavior. To the authors
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best knowledge no studies on the wear behavior of highly (220) oriented Ti-Al-N films deposited
using filtered vacuum arc exist. The preferred (220) orientation of the coatings could affect the wear
resistance [48] positively, since the elastic moduli of (220) planes are higher than the ones of (111)
oriented planes [49].
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Figure 10. Schematic diagram shows the average scratching area at different arc currents: 1—IAl = 70 A;
2—IAl = 80 A; 3—IAl = 90 A.

4. Conclusions

Ti-Al-N coatings were deposited by filtered VAD with separate Ti and Al cathodes. Different arc
currents were applied on the Al cathode. The stoichiometry of the coatings changes from Ti0.6Al0.4N
to Ti0.48Al0.52N with increasing aluminum arc current from 70 to 90 A. All deposited coatings exist in
the form of fcc Ti-Al-N phase with preferred orientation of crystallites in (220) direction. Incorporation
of Al atoms into the TiN lattice is observed with increasing Al content inside the coating. The coatings
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exhibit good mechanical and tribological properties that are strongly influenced by Al content and
preferred (220) texture. Simultaneous cleaning and nitriding of the surface occurs during preliminary
ion cleaning of HSS in the nitrogen plasma leading to a nitride interlayer composed of Fe4W2N phase.
The coatings deposited under optimum conditions exhibit excellent performance with a high hardness
of 36 GPa and a low friction coefficient of 0.18 qualifying them for industrial applications.
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